FROM ROOM 11 - My Harmonious World

In my harmonious world there would be no detention centres, instead houses for asylum seekers and if they cannot prove that they are worthy to stay, they will stay until we find a boat or plane to take them home. In the meantime for the children they will get taught with other kids and get treated the same. Guns would not have ever been invented and there would be no weapons and violence. There would be no rubbish lying around and swear words would never be said but forgotten. They would be a thing of the past. Instead of fighting we would be celebrating each others differences. By Grace W

A harmonious world would be if everyone is peace to each other. Harmony is where people are friendship, love and kindness to people. People should celebrate new writing and drawing.

By Kayla

Peace for the world, no bad stuff. People to be calm. No more war. People to see the difference and celebrate different cultures. By Trey

I wish everyone would be friends and not fight at war. I wish it would be peaceful, no world war 3 and living. Just stop what they do and just love each other and be peaceful. For every person to have manners and respect and make new friends and be sensible. By Callum

I would like the world to be a peaceful place that is full of love and happiness. It would be great if people from all different cultures could get along and enjoy each other’s company. People should celebrate each other’s differences and enjoy learning new things. By Mr. Polglase

My wish is no fighting, no war. To have laughter and happiness. By Declin

I wish people will put their rubbish in the bin or our world will not look good at all. People should not shoot at all because it takes all the wild ducks away. People should respect each other so people are not hurt. By Maxine

I want the world to have lots of love. I would like to help make our world be peaceful by donating money to help others all around the world. I wish we didn’t have a war at all. By Lily

A harmonious world would be if everyone was kind to each other and nobody had any guns or bombs. If the world was a harmonious place everyone would not fight each other.

By Lachlan

Peace is for the world, not for war. Love is when there is no fighting and no war. Kindness is where you look after other people. Friendship is where you have millions of friends. By Tabitha
Peace is for everyone. I would like the world to be full of flowers, people to see the differences. I would love it if the whole world would get along. I wish there was no worry. By Logan

We respect the community and school and earth and kids. By Kaisha

Peace is for the world to share. I would love if the whole world would get along at all times. I wish no one hurt other people. I wish we never ever fight each other. I wish there was no war. By Ruby

I want the world to be peaceful and joyful. I wish that people will respect different cultures and play nicely with other people. By Brooklyn

I think the world would be a better place if there was no fighting. Do not litter and have peace instead. Everyone should be happy and do the laws. I wish that when people come to Australia they could stay so they would not have to go back and maybe get hurt. By Zara

I think the world would be a better place if we had no war and no terrorists. By Sophie

FROM SPECI PREPS
I can talk under water. By Ryan T
I can float like a starfish. By Connor G
I can splash. By Siena F
I can flip. By Charlotte K
I can go down the slide. By Kurt L
I can blow bubbles. By Sophie D
I can go down the slide. By Grace M
I can Swim. By Jordy A
I can swim. By Corey B
I can float. By Mason T
I can do a back flip. By Luke F
I did a back flip. By Riley H
I can go down the slide. By Taryn E
I can open my eyes under the water. By Bella L
I can go under water. By Kynan H
I can go under the water. By Liam T
I can go under water. By Takitah M

I can swim on my back. By Taliah P

I can do bubbles under water. By Chloe W

I can blow bubbles in the water. By Trinty F

I can go under the water. By Braydee T

I can go under the water. By Lilly T

I can swim and blow bubbles. By Charli F

I can go through the seaweed. By Tia L

I can go under water and blow bubbles. By Jordyn A

I can swim and went on the bus. By Xavier T

I can swim. By Declan C

I can float. By Blake C

I did a flip. By Katie B

I am going under water and I can do a flip. By Tarkin M

I can swim over the water. By Zachery N-R

I can open my eyes under water. By Skylar W

I can swim with my dad. By Konrad W

I can Float. By Xavier L

FROM ROOM 10

Hats should be worn at School.

Students at Specimen Hill P.S have been discussing that hats should be worn at all breaks in the year. I am sure these arguments will convince you that students should wear hats all year. Firstly wearing hats means that we have a less chance of getting sunburnt, which will mean that you won’t get sick. That will mean that you won’t be able to go to school. Secondly wearing hats will mean that the hat will protect from the sun and you will have a less chance of skin cancer. Lastly wearing hats will mean that the hat can protect you from UV rays. UV rays will burn your eyes, hair and skin.

I am sure these arguments have convinced you that students must wear hats all year.

By Dylan
Animals should not be kept in Cages.

I think that people around the world should not keep pets in cages and I will tell you why. Firstly: Some animals won’t be able to hunt for food and water and they might die. Secondly: It is very cruel if they are not wild animals because they won’t hurt anyone. Thirdly: They will get sick and injured if they are kept in cages. Fourthly: They might get split from their family and that would be horrible for them and their family. Fifthly: They won’t feel safe in a cage because they will feel trapped and scared. Lastly: they could get scared of everyone and the world because they haven’t been out again. Conclusion: I am sure that these agreements will convince you that animals should not be kept in cages.

People, vets and pet owners around the world have been discussing if animals should be locked in captivity. I think they shouldn’t be, these are some reasons why. Firstly I think that they shouldn’t be kept in captivity because they could die. They wouldn’t be fed properly, they could get sick and injured. Secondly I think animals shouldn’t be kept in captivity because it is not a safe area for them, they could get bigger and break out of captivity. Thirdly I think animals shouldn’t be kept in captivity because they might get split up from their family. In conclusion that is why I think animals definitely shouldn’t be kept in captivity. I don’t want them to die at all ever because they are cute. By Tyhe

Vets, zoo managers and pet owners around the world have been discussing if all animals should be kept in captivity. I think that they definitely should not. These are some reasons why not. Firstly I think that animals should not be kept in captivity because they won’t be able to hunt for food any more. This means that they will be dependent on other people. If they cannot hunt for food they might get fed the wrong food and starve to death. Secondly I think that animals definitely shouldn’t be kept in captivity because it is not safe. They could get injured and sick. They might get bigger and grow out of their cage. Thirdly I think animals shouldn’t be kept in cages because they might get scared of people. They can turn feral and vicious. They might also die. That is why I think animals shouldn’t be kept in cages. I don’t want any animals to die at all ever. By Jeremy

Students at Specimen Hill Primary school have been discussing if animals should be in cages. I believe that it is OK for some animals to be kept in cages. Firstly, animals all around the world can carry diseases that can hurt anybody and cause world epidemics. Secondly, if you keep animals all around the world in cages they can turn feral and vicious and hurt people anywhere. Thirdly, some animals are wild and can attack people. This can lead to serious injury. These arguments must have convinced you that it is suitable for some animals to be kept in cages! By Javier